
Children book into Science: Encouraging young 

people to read science books for pleasure 



Children book into Science …

1 Introduction

2 Why promote science reading for pleasure?

3 How might promote science reading for pleasure be 

promoted? promoted? 

Two examples of projects designed to do this are discussed as examples. 

a) Royal Society Young People’s Book Prize 

b) Project 500 (Schools) 

4 Reading science books and reading science books for 

pleasure

5 And finally …



Children book into Science …

A surprising number of renowned 

scientists attribute their interest in 

science at least in part to science books 

and encyclopaedia they read when they 

were children. To name a few: were children. To name a few: 

Jocelyn Bell Burnell

Francis Crick

Brian Cox

Alan MacDiarmid

John Ziman



Children book into Science …

Recently there has been an explosion in 

the publication of children’s science books. 

Typically, they have interesting text, eye-

catching images, dramatic design; they are 

full of fascinating facts; they have full of fascinating facts; they have 

experiments and activities for the children 

to try out, they have stories for them to 

read.                                                                          

These books are designed and written to 

inform, interest and intrigue …



Yet research shows most children do not read them!!Yet research shows most children do not read them!!



A survey conducted in 

2014 of 300 children in 

5 primary and 5 post-

primary schools showed 

that  levels of science 

reading  for pleasure 

among children and among children and 

young people were 

quite low. 



Frequency of 

reading science

books in their 

spare time

Often / Quite 

Often

Not very often / 

Never

Do you read books about science in your 

spare time? 

spare time

Number and 

Percentage of 

children

(N=309) 

48 

(15.5%) 

261 

(84.5%)



Frequency of 

reading science

books in their 

spare time

Often / Quite 

Often

Not very often / 

Never

Do you read books about science in your 

School? 

spare time

Number and 

Percentage of 

children

(N=309) 

69 

(22.3%) 

240 

(77.6%)



I don’t read these kind of books. I enjoy science 

however I wouldn’t read a book about it. I think if I 

read a science book I would find it boring

I’m not interested in science books. But I like to do 

science. I don’t like to read science booksscience. I don’t like to read science books

I like science but I wouldn’t be tempted to read a 

book about it. 



In the survey questionnaire, two open-ended 

questions were asked, the answers to which may cast 

some light on why children and young people tend 

not to read science for pleasure.not to read science for pleasure.



Question One

What jumps into your head when you think of science 

books?books?



Children’s response categories No of children offering this 

response (N=309)

Specific science topics 

mentioned

172

Experiments 66

Learning about the world 

around us

34

around us

Learning about scientists or 

science jobs

23

Learning about the history of 

science

3



Children’s response categories No of children offering this 

response (N=309)

Interesting 23

Fun / enjoyment 23

Wonder - amazing 11

Wonder - questioning 6Wonder - questioning 6

Easy 2



Children’s response categories No of children offering this 

response (N=309)

Facts / Information 40

Boring 36

Difficult 24

Textbook 6Textbook 6

Weird 3



Big long complicated words to do with something, a bit hard 

to understand and lots of different detailed drawings

Getting an overload of facts and information

A large, dull book

Gathering a lot of information and finding out things, but Gathering a lot of information and finding out things, but 

personally I like getting lost (in a book) and not having to 

think and take in loads of information

Too much detail and information. I do not believe that I 

would have the concentration to read every bit of detail



Question Two 

What type of person do you think reads science 

books?books?



Children’s response categories No of children offering this 

response (N=309)

Scientists 149

People who like / are 

interested in science 

111

Teachers 74

Pupils / children 51

People who are studying 

science / doing science exams

42

People who like facts / 

learning new things

29

People with science-related 

jobs

29

People who like reading 9



Children’s response categories No of children offering this 

response (N=309)

People who like learning new 

things

29

Anybody can read science 

books

28

Me! 7Me! 7

People who are curious / 

open-minded

7



Children’s response categories No of children offering this 

response (N=309)

Smart / clever people 36

Anybody can read science 

books

28 

Way too low!

Me! 7

Way too low!Way too low!

Nerds / geeks 4



I think that smart people read science books.

Smart people who get good grades in science 

Only for people who get top marks in everythingOnly for people who get top marks in everything

Kids who are really smart for their age

Scientists and smart people – with drawing of a 

bespectacled boy



In summary, some children assume science books 

are 

boring, 

difficult 

‘for school’

and children who read science books are and children who read science books are 

nerds and geeks (a few mentioned this)

male (a number implied this) 

smart (quite a lot said this) 

We believe this sets up a vicious circle …



Children hold negative 

opinions

about science books

Children do not read 

science books

SOSO



Why promote science reading for pleasure?

1 There is a wealth of wonderful science books available

2 It promotes science learning

3 It promotes learning through science 

4 Such reading often produces not just an intellectual but also an 

emotional response



How might we promote science reading for 

pleasure?

Two examples will be described

1 The Royal Society Young People’s Book Prize1 The Royal Society Young People’s Book Prize

2 Project 500 (Schools)





What is the Royal Society Young People’s Book 

Prize?

Each year the best science book for children and young people is 

chosen by the young people themselves:

• Publishers submit books for consideration

• Adult panel of experts chooses the shortlist of the six best books• Adult panel of experts chooses the shortlist of the six best books

• Any group of young people across the UK can participate

• The judging panels of young people discuss the shortlist and choose 

their winner; all groups have an equal say

• Royal Society collates the results and announces the winner



The 2017 

Shortlist as 

shown on the 

Royal Society 

website 



The Prizing Science Books Study (PSBS) 

In 2011, using the RS initiative as context, we studied 

the children and young people’s response to reading 

and judging the shortlisted books.    

We interviewed 46 young people from 14 judging We interviewed 46 young people from 14 judging 

panels (11 school-based and 3 non school-based) in 

England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland



The 2011 

shortlisted 

science books



Panel 
type

Number of 
panels 
visited

Number of 
children 
interviewed

8 – 11

Girls

year olds

Boys

12 – 14

Girls

year olds

Boys

School-
based

11 34 5 8 9 12

Non-
school 
based

3 12 4 2 3 3

Total 14 46 9 10 12 15



The Prizing Science Book Study

The children and young people interviewed had definite 

views on what makes a good science book. It should be 

accurate, interesting, relevant and informative. Interactive 

books and aids to understanding such as timelines and 

glossaries were valued. The cover and illustrations make an 

important contribution and the layout should be clear, well-important contribution and the layout should be clear, well-

balanced and easy to read……… Important criteria for their 

judging a science information book were that it would lead to 

learning and to new knowledge, but it would do so in ‘a fun 

and entertaining way’ and  that ‘(it) should leave people 

wanting more knowledge about science.’



The Prizing Science Book Study cont

Through their reading, [participants] learned new ideas and 

information about science and consolidated or extended 

their existing knowledge. Most developed a greater 

understanding of scientists’ work and some of the nature of 

science itself. Almost all reported an emotional response to 

the books, for example, describing how they aroused their the books, for example, describing how they aroused their 

curiosity, fostered a sense of wonder and promoted a 

concern for the environment. They drew pleasure and 

delight from learning new things. Importantly, the children 

and young people interviewed reported themselves to be 

more interested in science books and more likely to read 

them in future. 



Recommended children's science books

To access titles of the best recent science books for children and 

young people, see the list of winners and shortlists in the Royal 

Society Young People's Book Prize:

https://royalsociety.org/grants-schemes-awards/book-

prizes/young-peoples-book-prize/past-winners/





Project 500 (Schools)

What is it?

Project 500 (Schools) is a school-based, school-

designed science reading programme which designed science reading programme which 

emphasises interest and enjoyment alongside 

learning.



Who is it for?

It is designed for Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3 

pupils, but could be modified for those in Key 

Stage 1 and Key Stage 4.

It can be used with a

Year Group

Class Group

A group within a class

Science Clubs

Reading Clubs / Library Clubs



What does Project 500 involve?

A ‘Launch event’ designed to capture the children’s 

interest and get the project off to a good start

Examples:Examples:
Science Shows

Science Talks

‘Wacky science workshops’

Readathons

World book Day 

- ‘Dress up as a scientist’



What does Project 500 involve?

A ‘Reading Challenge’ which forms the core of the 

project. 



What does Project 500 involve?

A ‘Reading Challenge’ which forms the core of the 

project. 

Reading a set 
number of 

books

Participating in 
one or more 
book-related 

activities 

Reading 
Challenge



Examples of book-related and reading-related 

activities undertaken by Project 500 schools

Children … 

become ‘fascinating fact finders’ 

design board games to be played after reading the book

use paper-engineering to communicate the science they use paper-engineering to communicate the science they 

have learned

choose their favourite book and pitch it to their peers –

‘Big up my Book’

carry out investigations, experiments and / or activities 

described in the book they have read



Examples of book-related and reading-related 

activities undertaken by Project 500 schools

Children … 

demonstrate to their peers or younger children, either 

in person or by video, experiments or activities from 

science books 

using science books, act as reading buddies or mentors using science books, act as reading buddies or mentors 

for younger children

choose a science book for their parents or care-givers to 

read.

write and present a play to encourage others to read 

science books for interest and enjoyment



Examples of book-related and reading-related 

activities undertaken by Project 500 schools

Children … 

visit their local public library to explore its ‘500’ books 

and to meet the librarians 

dress up as scientists or in science-themed outfits on 

World Book Day 

dress up as scientists or in science-themed outfits on 

World Book Day 

communicate, though a range of media such as posters, 

PowerPoint and models, the science they have learned 

through their reading to pupils in other schools

use drama and experiments to demonstrate the science 

they have learned through their reading to younger 

pupils in their partner primary schools 



4 Reading science books: how does it work?

Older science books for children tended to be:

• Linear

• Written in chapters

• Majority of pictures were black and white

• Photos were on separate glossy pages



4 Reading science books: how does it work?

Contemporary science books for young people often have a ‘wow’ 

factor:

• Advances in print technology enable sophisticated use of colour 

and versatile page lay-outand versatile page lay-out

• Influence of web design leads to blocks of text, side bars etc



4 Reading science books: how does it work?

The young reader has agency, she or he:

• Can browse to find a page to read

• Can begin anywhere on the page; through ‘radial reading’ select • Can begin anywhere on the page; through ‘radial reading’ select 

which ‘chunks’ of text, pictures, diagrams, to read

• Page may be inter-active, i.e. feature pop-ups, flaps or paper 

engineering (pull, push, spinners)



4 Reading science books: how does it work?

This type of reading 

• favours all ages and stages, e.g. a weaker reader can read some 

text, if not all, and they have the support of diagrams, cartoons, 

etc.etc.

• favours ‘social’ reading, i.e. many books have double-page 

spreads, which facilitate two readers looking at the book together 

and discussing what they read



4 Reading science books: how does it work?

As a Project 500 teacher reported in a recent email:

Our children love your Projects. I especially like the way that all 

children can be included, whatever their ability. In fact, some of children can be included, whatever their ability. In fact, some of 

our reluctant readers have excelled with science text and 

illustration.



4 Reading science books: why does it give pleasure?

EXTRINSIC pleasure reward from the Reading Challenge 

(stickers, certificate)

book-based activities

book-talk – social readingbook-talk – social reading

INTRINSIC pleasure delight in book itself

acquisition of new knowledge and 

understanding

aesthetic pleasure in the form of wonder or 

curiosity



4 Reading science books: the emotional response

Reading science books often produces, among children, not just 

an intellectual but also an emotional response. In both our 

studies, we found evidence of a wide range of such responses but 

most common were:most common were:

(i) Interest and Curiosity 

(ii) Awe and wonder



Promotes an emotional response …

(i) Interest and Curiosity 



If I hadn’t been on the panel I 
wouldn’t have got these books out 
but I really enjoyed reading them. 
I never thought I would find them 
that interesting. I thought I would that interesting. I thought I would 
find them boring, but after reading 
these I thought they were really 

interesting 



I thought science books 
were all – like – boring. 
But now I have read But now I have read 
some they are more 
exciting than I thought



Now I have realized that 
science books can tell stories, 
science books can be fun, 
science books are more than science books are more than 
just books for learning – they 
are books for enjoyment as well



I really liked the astronomy book 
… I think I spent a whole night 
reading a bit more about space reading a bit more about space 
because it really – after reading 
that book – it really excited me 
about what’s around us in space



Interest and 

Curiosity

Translates into

Greater 

engagement with

Science

Future 

engagement 

with Science

MAY translate into



Promotes an emotional response

(i) Interest and Curiosity (i) Interest and Curiosity 

(ii) Awe and wonder



I saw some pictures in ‘The 
Story of Astronomy and Space’ 

Through reading some of the books, children 

recognised that science offers opportunities for 

wonder and they responded, for example …

Story of Astronomy and Space’ 
that were truly beautiful and I 
just kind of stared at them for 
about a minute



Science offers us opportunities for wonder

And Finally,

Stepping aside from the immediate theme of this talk …

It is good for us to be reminded that:

Science offers us opportunities for wonder

And to remember that we believe …

Science offers us opportunities for worship 



Great are the works of the Lord, studied by 

all who have pleasure in them
Psalm 111 v2Psalm 111 v2

Praise the Lord, I will give thanks to the Lord 

with my whole heart
Psalm 111 v1


